Pick the parts of sentences from each column and make 5 meaningful sentences.
Column-A

Column-B

1. a) Frustration means
b) The causes of frustration
c) In our country there are many
qualified young men
d) Among all the causes, economic
frustration
e) So, steps should be taken
immediately by the government

i) Is mostly great and
widespread
ii) As well as by non
government organizations
iii) Hopelessness which may
rightly be
iv) May be political, economic
v) And woman who are
seeking jobs.

Column-C
i) Domestic , judicial and social
ii) To solve their economic problems
iii) To create situations so that frustration
can be checked and eliminated
iv) Called a mental disease.
v) Because of our unemployment
problem.

Answer:
1. a) Frustration means hopelessness which may rightly be called a mental disease.
b) The causes of frustration May be political, economic ,domestic , judicial and social
c) In our country there are many qualified young men and women who are seeking jobs to solve their economic
problems
d) Among all the causes, economic frustration Is mostly great and widespread Because of our unemployment
problem.
e) So, steps should be taken immediately by the government as well as by non government organizations to create
situations so that frustration can be checked and eliminated
2. a)There goes a
b) Though lost wealth can
c) Time is so
d)Those who have become
e) If we make the

i) Be regained by hard work
ii)Best use of time
iii)Valuable that it
iv) Great in life always
v) Proverb that time and

i) Made the best use of time.
ii) Lost time cannot be regained.
iii) Cannot be wasted.
iii) We will succeed in life.
iv) Tide wait for none.

Answer:
2. a)There goes a Proverb that time and Tide waits for none.
b) Though lost wealth can Be regained by hard work Lost time cannot be regained.
c) Time is so Valuable that it Cannot be wasted.
d)Those who have become Great in life always Made the best use of time.
e) If we make the Best use of time We will succeed in life.
3. a) Globalization is now very
important
b) Owing to globalization, we can
now learn instantly
c) Countries in the world have
turned into a global village
d) If one country is in distress
e) But in the name of help and
cooperation

i) And they can share joys and
sorrows
ii) The industrially developed
capitalist countries
iii) Other countries of the
world
iv/) In international relations
v) What is happening in the
world and

i) Can immediately come to its assistance.
ii) Like next door neighbours.
iii) Are exploiting the cheap labour
available in poorer countries.
iv) Travel anywhere in the shortest
possible time.
v) Having a far reaching effect on many
aspects of life.

4. a) Hospitality
b) People are very
c) They like
d) The Bangladeshis
e) No harm

i) Speaking to foreigners
ii) Are interested in the
personal affair
iii) Is meant
iv) Has long been a part
v) Polite and friendly

i) By asking personal questions.
ii) Of the foreigners.
iii) Towards foreigners.
iv) Of our culture in Bangladesh.
v) Even without being introduced.

5. a) The role of women in nation
building
b) It is not possible for any nation to
c) There was a time when women
were
d) They were
e) But the progress of civilization

i) Looked down upon without
ii) The outlook and attitude of
the world
iii) Can not be denied any
more
iv) Only to serve
v) Reach its goal without
allowing

i) The woman folk to play their active role
ii) Towards women has been changed.
iii) In the situation of the world.
iv) The family affairs.
v) Any dignity and honours.

6. a) Tolerance is not only an abstract
virtue
b) Man being a social being
c) In such a process
d) We can not pursued others unless
e) It is thus seen that tolerance

i) give and take is a necessary
capacity
ii) is a social virtue which is
opposed
iii) but also a considerable influence
iv) we ourselves are at the same
time ready to be
v) has to live in a harmony

i) and cooperation with others in society
ii) for compromise
iii) to dogmatism and dictatorship .
iv) in the current affairs of life.
v) persuaded by practising ligic and
reasonableness.

7. a) Democracy means
b) Democracy
c) In democracy, people
d) Free and fair election
e) Bangladesh

i) have right to elect
ii) the rule of
iii) is a
iv) encourages freedom
v) is the precondition

i) their representatives
ii) of democracy
iii) of speech
iv) democratic country
v) general people

8. a) Communicative competence
refers
b) There are
c) Acquisition
d) A language gets
e) In non technical terms

i) is picking up a language
ii) more successful
iii) two ways of developing
iv) the ability of using language
v)is the way of developing ability

i) appropriately in different circumstances
ii) when it is acquired
iii) spontaneously
iv) communicative competence.
v) in their mother tongue.

9. a) Digital is a term which suggests
b)The philosophy of digital Bangladesh
means
c) Bangladesh is now resounding
d) The use of digital technology
e) The present government has declared
the ‘vision 2021’

i) with the target of achieving
ii) has been playing a vital role
iii) which has a target to establish
Bangladesh
iv) the implementation of
technology
v)a system of receiving and sending
information

i) as a resourceful country by 2021.
ii) in the field of communication in the 21
century.
iii) in the premises of education, health, job
placement etc.
iv) through electronic signal.
v) Digital Bangladesh by 2021.

10. a) Every year millions of people all
over the world
b) We are
c) From wheat to rice all kinds of food
grains
d) A recent report says
e) The researchers demand 30 crore
people

i) food grains have lost 17%
nutritious value
ii) all over the world will be suffering
from
iii) die unnecessarily
iv) are reducing
v)existing our lives through fighting

i) against pollution, namely air, soil, sound,
water pollution and so on.
ii) as a result of pollution.
iii) because of mixing carbon dioxide in them
iv) the short of zinc and protein within 2050
A.D.
v) their nutritious value.

11. a) Morality develops the conscience
b) It helps a man guide
c) It is such a great natural power
d) But now-a -days moral erosion
e) If we do not practice morality

i) himself in a proper way and
cultivate
ii) is increasing and we are losing
iii) from our childhood we shall
iv) that it grows naturally in human
behaviour

i) which can not ignore logic and reason
ii) and right or wrong.
iii) the invaluable virtue of morality.
iv) fail in every aspect of life.
v) all the virtues to become a complete man.

v)by which man can judge good or
bad
12. a) Good manner is
b) A man of good manners
c) In all religions a great importance
d) A person who possessive
e) So, all of us should cultivate

i) has been given
ii) this invaluable virtue
iii) this great virtue
iv) achieves success
v) the best quality of a human being

i) in every sphere of life.
ii) and is a great virtue.
iii) is an ideal of humanity in all eras.
iv) from the early stage of life.
v) to good manners.

13. a) Tolerance is not only an abstract
virtue
b)Man being a social being
c) In such a process
d) We can not persuade others unless
e) It is thus seen that tolerance

i) give and take is a necessary
capacity
ii) is a social virtue which is
opposed
iii) but also a considerable influence
iv) we ourselves are at the same
time ready to be
v) has to live in spirit of harmony

i) and co-operation with other in society
ii) for compromise.
iii) to dogmatism and dictatorship.
iv) in the current affairs of him.
v) persuaded b practicing sweet and
reasonableness.

14. a) Introverts and extroverts are
b) They are considered
c)People who are introverts
d) In contrast, extroverts are
e) Introverts like to live alone

i) are shy and they don’t like
ii) but the extroverts do not like
iii) opposite in nature from different
perspectives
iv) two opposite types of
v) usually outgoing noisy and

i) they are dominating in nature.
ii)talking too much
iii) to remain isolated.
iv) to their ways of life.
v) personality of human beings.

15 a) Satellite television
b) Numerous TV channels
c)But sometimes it has been branded
d)Sometimes our younger people
e) The exhibition of violence on TV

i) as a cultural assault
ii) are being affected
iii) makes the children
iv) has added
v) telecast various

i) to the developing nations
ii) a new dimension to television
iii)more aggressive.
iv)types of programmes.
v)by satellite television.

16. a) The empowerment of women is
b) So, women development and the
empowerment of women are
c)It is a happy news that womenfolk
d) The overall development of some
developing countries
e) But it is true that there are a lot of
hindrances

i)can be turned into an asset by
ensuring
ii) which women have to overcome
iii)like bangladesh is impossible if
iv) an important aspect in the
concept of both global
v) the inevitable factors which are

i) to go forward.
ii) there is no participation of women in all
sectors
iii) and national development
iv) to be guaranteed in all levels of state
administration
v) their active involvement in the affairs of the
state.

17. a) Computer oriented crime
b) Cyber crime may threaten
c) Cyber crime against women is crime
d) Cyber crime is becoming
e) With the advancement of technology
more people rely on internet

i) targeted against women with a
motive to harm the victim
ii) more of a threat
iii) which is called cyber crime
iv) to store sensitive information
v) a person or a nation’s security

i) and financial health.
ii) involved a computer and a network.
iii) to people across the world.
iv) while criminals attempt to steal that
information.
v) psychologically and physically using
modern telecommunication network.

18 a) Democracy is
b) It allows freedom
c) It means
d) People elect
e) Free and fair

i) fair and equal
ii) a system
iii) of speech religion
iv) election is the precondition
v) their representatives direct

i) of democracy.
ii) in a democratic country.
iii) of government.
iv) and political opinions.
v) treatment for citizens.

